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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let G = G’ be either a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed 
field k or a finite Chevalley group (normal or twisted) over k = F, with 
q > 4. For the case of an algebraic group all groups discussed are taken to 
be closed subgroups of G. In this paper we prove results that parallel those 
in [ 141, where we deterined those subgroups of G containing a maximal 
torus (given restrictions on k). Here we study the overgroups of a certain 
type of unipotent subgroup of G which like the maximal tori are of particular 
importance to the understanding of the subgroup structure of G. As 
applications we establish results about overgroups of local subgroups of G 
and results concerning generation by centralizers of unipotent elements. 
A unipotent group I’< G is said to be full provided I’ contains each 
unipotent element of its centralizer. Such subgroups occur quite often. For 
example, let V,, be an arbitrary unipotent subgroup of G and V a maximal 
unipotent subgroup of either NG( V,) or V,C,( V,). Then V, < V and V is 
full. 
Before stating the results, we introduce the following notation and 
terminology. Let p = char(k). A subgroup X of G is quasisimple if it is a 
perfect central extension of a simple group (connected in case G is an 
algebraic group); X is semisimple if it is a commuting product of quasisimple 
groups. Let R,(X) denote the unipotent radical of X, which we interpret as 
O,(X) in case G is finite. If k = iF, or F4, let O”‘(X) denote the group 
generated by all unipotent elements (i.e., p-elements) of X. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a full unipotent subgroup of G and suppose 
V<X< G. Then 
(i) Either R,(X) # 1 or p = 2 and X contains a quasisimple normal 
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subgroup Y such that C,.(Y) = Y f7 Z(G), Y is of Lie type over k, and Y is 
generated by long root subgroups of G. 
(ii) Suppose G # G,(k) with p = 2. Then X contains no noncentral 
normal subgroup consisting entirely of semisimple elements. 
THEOREM 2. Let char(k) = 0 and let V be an arbitrary (closed) 
unipotent subgroup of G. Suppose VC,( V)” < X < G. Then 
0) G@,(X)) =-W%(X)) x (xn Z(G)). 
(ii) dim(X) < n(n + 1). where n = dim@,(X)). 
We do not know to what extent Theorem 2 holds for fields of charac- 
teristic p > 0. 
THEOREM 3. Assume p # 2 and let V be a full unipotent subgroup of G. 
If V < X < G, then X is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G. 
Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the Borel-Tits 
theorem (see (3.9) of [6]). A consequence of Theorem 3 is the next result 
which can be thought of as an extension of the Borel-Tits theorem. For finite 
groups the result says that groups containing p-local subgroups are in turn 
contained in p-local subgroups. 
THEOREM 4. Assume p # 2 and let V be an arbitrary unipotent subgroup 
of G. Zf N,( V) < X < G, then X is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup 
of G. 
The next two results concern comparions between centralizers of unipotent 
elements in finte groups with centralizers in appropriate algebraic groups. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose p # 2 is a good prime, G is finite, and - 
G = OP’(GU) for d a quasisimple algebraic group over k and a an 
endomorphism of G. Let 9 be an arbitrary set of unipotent elements of G. 
(i) G= (Op’(Co(u)) : u E .F) if and only if G= (Op’(Co(u)) : 
u E ,U’). 
(ii) If either equality in (i) fails to hold, then there exist proper 
parabolic subgroups of G and G that correspond via a and contain the 
respective generated subgroup. 
For classical groups we state an additional result. Let G be a finite 
classical group acting on the usual module W. Contrary to our previous 
assumption that G = G’ we now assume G to be the full isometry group of 
W (G = GL(W), Sp(W), GU(W), or O(w)). Write G = (?c for G the 
appropriate classical group on w= k@ W (note that G is not connected if 
G = O(W)). 
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THEOREM 6. Assume p # 2 and let 3’ be an arbitrary set of unipotent 
elements of G. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G’ < (C,(U) : u E 9). 
(ii> WW S (C,,,,,(u) : u E 9). 
(iii) G’ < (Cdu) : u E 9’). 
(iv) SL(@) < (CGLcWj(u) : u E .U’). 
Moreover, if any of the containments fails to hold, then there is a proper 
subspace W,, of W such that each of the generated groups leaves W, (respec- 
tively, W, = k@ W,) invariant. 
Our final results are for algebraic groups and are easy consequences of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a quasisimple algebraic group and assume 
char(k) # 2. In addition, let g E G and assume that X is a closed subgroup 
satisfying Co(g) <X < G. Then R,(X) # 1 or X > C,(s)‘, where s is the 
semisimple part of g. 
THEOREM 8. Let G be a quasisimple simply connected algebraic group 
and char(k) # 2. Let ,Y be an arbitrary subset of G and %YS the set of semi- 
simple parts of the elements of 9. Then either (C,(g) :g E 9‘) is contained 
in a proper parabolic subgroup of G or (C,(g)” : g E .U.> = (C,(s)” : s E <YS). 
In [ 131 we give a precise description of all parabolic subgroups of G that 
contain C,(U), where u is unipotent and G a full classical group. Given a 
particular set 9 of unipotent elements, it is often easy to apply Theorem A 
of [ 13 ] and Theorem 6 in order to determine whether or not 
G < (C,(u) : u E cY’). Examples of this are given in Section 7. 
The assertion R,(X) # 1 in Theorem 1 fails to hold in certain cases when 
p = 2 (even for G an algebraic group). Examples of this are also provided in 
Section 7. Another comment is that results such as (i) of Theorem 5 also 
exist for Y a set of semisimple elements (see (12.10) of ] 141). 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the proof of 
Theorem 2 and is independent from the rest of the paper since the methods 
used do not extend to characteristics other than 0. On the other hand, it 
should be pointed out that Theorem 2 served as motivation for Theorem 1. In 
Section 3 we record basic material on groups generated by long root 
subgroups of G. This is now fairly standard material for G finite, perhaps 
less so for G an algebraic group. In Section 4 we prove (ii) of Theorem 1 and 
in Section 5 we complete the proof of Theorem 1. Section 6 has the proof of 
the remaining results and Section 7 contains examples as mentioned above. 
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2. THEOREM 2 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Throughout the section we fix G a 
simple algebraic group over k, where k has characteristic 0. Recall that we 
make the convention that all subgroups considered are to be closed 
subgroups. Fix V, X subgroups of G such that V is unipotent and 
VC,( V)” < X < G. 
(2.1) v= P. 
Proof. Let Y = V/V”, so that Y is a finite unipotent group which can be 
regarded as a closed unipotent subgroup of GL(W) for suitable W. 
Considering Jordan forms, we see that no nontrivial unipotent element of 
GL( IV) has finite order. Hence, Y = 1, as required. 
In view of (2.1) we will now assume that X= X(‘. 
(2.2) Let V, , Vz be subgroups of G with V, < V,. Then 9”(Cvz(V,)) = 
c m,,W)* 
ProoJ By a dimension argument we can find a,,..., a,, E V, such that 
Cv*W” = u-l* C&i>>“* H 
(13.4)(a) of [12] 
ence 9(CvI(V1)) = 9(n, CVz(ai)). By (12.5) and 
we have p<fli C,,(Qi>> = fh u(Cv2(ai)> = ni C,v,,(Qi>* 
Consequently, P(C&‘,)) = Crp(v2j((al ,..., a,)) 2 C~~v2~(VI). The con- 
tainment WCy2(V1)) G Crpcv2) (VI) is immediate from the definitions, proving 
the result. 
(2.3) Let U be a closed unipotent subgroup of G and Y a closed 
subgroup of N,(U) such that Y is generated by semisimple elements of G. If 
Y < C,( [ U, Y]), then Y < C,(U). 
Proof: This follows from the result in (18.3) of [ 121. 
(2.4) X is not reductive. 
Proof: Suppose X is reductive. Since the base field has characteristic 0, 
P(X) is completely reducible as a module for Ad(X) (see (14.3) of [ 121). 
Write P(G) = P(X) 0 ,P, where .P is Ad(X)-invariant. As V is a unipotent 
subgroup of X we necessarily have C,,(v) # 0, so that C,,,,(v) $5?(X). 
However, (2.2) implies that C,,,,(V)= Sf(C,(V)) and by hypothesis 
C,(V)” ,< X. This is a contradiction. 
(2.5) Let Y. < Y be closed normal subgroups of X such that Y/Y0 is 
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simple as an abstract group. Assume that Y is generated by semisimple 
elements and that Y,, is a unipotent subgroup of Z( Y). Then Y < Z(G). 
Proof. Suppose false and set t? = G/Z(G). Then y is generated by -- 
semisimple lements, while FLis unipotent. So Y/Y0 # 1 and it follows that 
the hypotheses carry over to G. Consequently, we may assume Z(G) = 1 and 
show that no such group Y exists. Suppose the contrary. The hypothesis 
X=X” forces Y/Y0 to be either semisimple (in fact, simple as an abstract 
group) or a diagonalizable group of prime order. In either case X = YX, , 
where X, = _cX( Y/Y,). 
Let V < V with V a maximal unipotent subgroup of X. Then YP= YD, 
where D=PnX,>Y,. We have [D, Y] ( Y,, < Z(Y), hence Y < 
C,([D, Y]) and (2.3) yields Y < C,(D). 
We first claim that D + 1. For suppose D = 1. Then Y,, = 1 and Y is a 
simple group. But Y cannot have prime order for this would give 1 f I’( 
8= D = 1, a contradiction. Therefore, X= Y x X, and X, must be a torus. 
Then X is reductive, contrary to (2.4). This proves the claim. Apply the 
Borel-Tits theorem ((3.9) of [6]) to obtain a proper parabolic subgroup P of 
G such that N,(D) < P and D Q R,(P) = Q. 
Let Q, = C,(Y). Any semisimple lement of P centralizing Q is contained 
in Z(G) = 1, so Q, < Q. Choose Q, a Q2 < Q such that Q2 is closed, 
Y < NJQJ, and dim(Q,) is minimal. Apply the 3-subgroup theorem ((2.3) 
of [ll]). We have [[Q,,D],Y]<[Q,,Y]=l and [[D,Y],Q,]=l. 
Therefore, [[Y, Q,], D] = 1; that is, [Y, Q,] < Cc*(D). 
We claim that Co,(D) = Z(D). Suppose false, so Z(D) < C,,(D). Ad(Y) 
acts on 4p(Co2(D)) as either a semisimple group or a diagonahzable group 
(since Ad(Y,,) acts trivially on .LF(CoJD)) < P(C,JY,,))). By complete 
reducibility there exists a decomposition 4p(C,2(D)) = M(Z(D)) @ x, with 
.P invariant under Ad(Y). Then C,( pn Y) # 0, and since p = (vn Y) D 
we have C,,( @ # 0. 
Now set S = Qv, a unipotent group. Then C,(a) < C,(V) = C,(V)” by 
(2.1). By hypothesis C,(P) <X, forcing C,(V) < v. By (2.2) C.Jp) < 
C,,,,(P) = P(C,( P)) and so C#) < Y(C,( v)) n P(Q) < 9(YD) n 
y(Q). From (12.5) of [12] we have P(Y) n 9(Q) = L/(Y n Q). The same 
result and a dimension argument shows that 9(YD) = y(Y) + 9(D). Using 
these facts we have P(YD) n F(Q) = (9(Y) + 9(D)) n U(Q) = 9(D) + 
p(Y) n g(Q)) = g(D) + g(Y n Q) = g(D) + WY,) = p(D). 
Therefore, 0 # CAP) < g(C,,(D)) n 9(D) = LF(C,~(D) n D) = Y(Z(D)), 
a contradiction since iP(Z(D)) n x = 0. This establishes the claim. 
The claim and previous remarks yield [Q2, Y] < Co*(D) = Z(D) Q D, and 
SO Y < C,( [ Q2, Y]). Therefore, (2.3) implies Y < C,(Q*), against the choice 
of Q,. This completes the proof of (2.5). 
We can now prove Theorem 2. Let Q = R,(X) and C = C,(Q). For (i) we 
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may assume Z(G) = 1 and show C = Z(Q). Suppose false. Then 
KtW(Q)) = 1 an d we can choose a closed normal subgroup I of X,, such 
that Z(Q) < Z < C and I/Z(Q) is of minimal dimension and of minimal order 
in case II/Z(Q)1 < 03. Since I/Z(Q) . is minimal normal in X=X’, I/Z(Q) is 
simple (as an abstract group) and of prime order in the finite case. Let Y be 
the subgroup of I generated by all semisimple elements of I. Either Z/Z(Q) is 
of prime order and I = Y X Z(Q), or Z/Z(Q) is a simple algebraic group and 
Y is generated by all maximal tori in I. In either case Y satisfies the 
conditions of (2.5) with Y, = Yn Z(Q). We conclude that Y < Z(G) = 1. a 
contradiction. This proves (i). 
Let n = dim(Q). Then P(C,(P(Q))) = C,(,,(JP(Q)) = y’(C,(Q)) (see 
exercises 1, 2 on p. 90 of [ 121). By (i) P(C,(Q)) = Y(Z(Q)). Consequently, 
X acts on y(Q) (a space of dimension n) with kernel of dimension at most 
that of Z(Q). Thus dim(X) < n* + dim(Z(Q)) < n(n + l), proving (ii). 
3. LONG ROOT SUBGROUPS 
In this section we establish lemmas basic to the rest of the paper. In 
particular, we prove results on the structure of subgroups of G normalized by 
a long root subgroup of G. Such results are now fairly standard in the finite 
case. Throughout we assume Ikl > 4. 
Fix a maximal torus T of G contained in a Bore1 subgroup B and let 
{U, : a E 2) be the corresponding root subgroups of G. So B = (n, >. U,) T 
and we set J = U, for Y the positive root of highest height. If G is a twisted 
Chevalley group with some U, non-abelian, then U, = [US, US] for some 
positive root s. In all cases J” k+. Let J, = K,, so (J, J,) z SL(2, k) or 
PSL(2, k), and set To = T n (J, Ji). The elements of JG are called long root 
subgroups of G. 
(3.1) (i) P= N,(J) is a parabolic subgroup of G. 
(ii) C,(J) = C,(j) for each 1 fj E J. 
(iii) P n N(T,) = P 1’7 C(T,) is a Levi factor of P. 
(iv) C,((J, 5,)) has derived group equal to that of a Levi factor of P. 
Proof: We sketch a proof as follows. The commutator relations imply 
that B <N,(J), so P is necessarily a parabolic subgroup of G, proving (i). 
Moreover, for any root s E z, if US <N(J), then US < C(J). It follows that 
P = C,(J) T, and from the known action of T on U, = J we have (ii). 
Write P = QL, where Q = R,(P) and L is the Levi factor determined by B. 
Then L=(U,:sEA)T, where A is a subsystem of C. It follows that 
L’ = (US : s E A) and that L’ centralizes U-, as well as U,. Hence, 
L’ G C((J, 51)). C onsidering Nc(J1), we have C,(J,) = 1, C((J, J,)) <L and 
(iv) follows. 
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Since L’ centralizes (J, J,), L = L’T centralizes T,,. So to prove (iii) it 
will suffice to check that Na(T,) = 1. Now No(T,,) = C,(T,,) = II, U,, where 
the product is taken over those a E Z such that 17, ( Q and [U,, T,,] = 1. 
The hypothesis ]k] > 4 implies that U, 4 C,(T,,) and direct computation 
shows that [U,, T,,] # 1 for all other U, < Q. 
(3.2) Assume G & “C,(k), *F,(k) with char(k) = 2 and let g E C. Then 
(J, J”) satisfies one of the following: 
(i) J= Jg. 
(ii) (J, Jg) E SL(2, k) (PSL(2, k) if G = PSL(2, k) or ‘G,(k)). 
(iii) (J, Jg) = J x Jg and JG n (J x Jg) = {J, Jg}. 
(iv) (J,Jg)=JxJg and (J#)’ n (J x Jg)“partitions (J x Jg)#. 
(v) (J, J”) = JJgJh, where Jh = [J, Jg] and (J, J”) is a maximal 
unipotent subgroup of SL(3, k). 
Proof. Argue as in the proof of (12.1) of [ 31. Let P = NC(J) (a parabolic 
subgroup by (3.1)) and write P = QL, where Q = R,(P) and L the Levi 
factor (in some fixed labeling of root groups). Consider the orbits of P on JG. 
As in (12.1) of [3] there are at most two P-orbits of JG outside P 
(corresponding to (ii) and (v)), at most two orbits in Q-J (corresponding to 
(iv)), and the remaining orbits are in bijective correspondence with the L 
orbits of J'nL. The number of such orbits is just the number of 
quasisimple subnormal subgroups of L containing elements of JG. 
Suppose Jg < P with Jf Jg. First assume Jg < Q. Write J = U, for r the 
highest positive root. By the above it follows that we may take Jg = U,, 
where s differs from r by a fundamental root a. Moreover, s and r-s = a 
are long roots. So [U,, U,] = U, and it is easy to check that each element in 
U, X U, is in U,V (U,,“, Ut). Hence (J x Jg)# = (J#)’ n (J x Jg). If 
1 #x E Jgl n Jg2, then CG(Jgl) = CG(Jg*) (by (3.1)), and this forces 
g, g; i E N(P) = P = N(J), establishing (iv). 
Finally, assume Jg & Q. We may then take Jg <L. Then writing J= U, 
we have Jg < C(( U, r)). C onsider the group Jg x (U, ,). Say Jy < J X Jg and 
J # Jg. Then J” projects onto J = U, and we may choose y E (U,,) with 
U-r = Jy. Then (J”, Jxy) E SL(2, k) (from what has already been 
established). This forces (Jx, Jxy) = (U,,), whence J” = J. So (iii) holds. 
(3.3) Assume G Z& *C,(k), *F,(k) with k even. Let X be a semisimple 
subgroup of G such that J < NC(X). Then either J < C,(X) or there is a 
quasisimple normal subgroup X, of X such that J < X, . In the latter case X, 
is a group of Lie type and J is a long root subgroup of X, (possibly short if 
G = C,,(k) or F,(k) and char(k) = 2, or if G = G,(k) and char(k) = 3). 
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Proof: Suppose J& C,(X) and write X=X, a.. X,, where each Xi is 
quasisimple and normal in X. We first claim that J < N&Xi) for i = l,..., li. 
Suppose Xf #Xi and let 1 fx E Xi with xi semisimple. Then there exists 
j E J with xi & Xi. So [x,,j] is a semisimple element in (J, J”i). Hence 
(J,P) z SL(2, k) (PSL(2, k) if G = PSL(2, k) or ‘G,(k)), which forces 
J < (J, J”i) < X < N&Xi), a contradiction. This proves the claim. Reor- 
dering, if necessary, we may assume [X, , J] # 1 and that X = X, . 
First suppose that G is a finite group of Lie type. If (J, J”) is a p-group for 
each x E X. the result in [l] implies J< O,(XJ). Hence, [J, X] < O,(X) < 
Z(X) and the 3-subgroup lemma implies J< C,(X). Suppose then, that for 
some x E X, (J, J”) is not a p-group. As- JX/X is a p-group, we have 
(J,J”) <X by (3.2). If GE PSL(2, q) the result is obvious, while if 
G = *G*(q) one can argue using classification theorems (e.g., [lo]) to get the 
result. Suppose X & PSL(2, q), ‘G,(q). Then (3.2) implies (J, J”) z SL(2, q). 
At this point the main results in Aschbacher [2] and Timmesfeld [ 181 show 
that X is of Lie type in characteristic p. To show that J is a root subgroup of 
X argue as in the proof of (2.8) of [ 151. 
Assume G is an algebraic group. We may assume G 2 PSL(2, k). Let 
L $ SL(2, k) be any semisimple subgroup of G with J,< L. We claim that 
there is a maximal parabolic subgroup P of L with J < P -R,(P). Suppose 
otherwise and let J < B < L, with B a Bore1 subgroup. Set V= (JL n B). 
Then given any maximal parabolic subgroup P of L with B <P we have 
I’,< R,(P). So for such P, V= (J” n R,(P)) g P. But letting P vary we 
obtain Vg L, a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
Since X is semisimple, XJ is connected and so XJ = XC,, where 
C, = XJn C,(X) and C, is unipotent of dimension 1. We are assuming 
J 4 C,. By (3.1) Jn C, = 1. Let bars denote images in XC,/C, r X. If - -- 
XE SL(2, k) or PSL(2, k), then %= (J,J”) for some ffE X, and 
XJ= (J,J”) C,. Then X is the unique subgroup of XJ isomorphic to 
SL(2, k), whence X= (J, J”) by (3.2), and the result holds. Suppose then 
that X has Lie rank greater than 1. 
An obvious modilication of the above claim shows the existence of a 
maximal parabolic subgroup p of X such that .?< p-R,(p). Moreover, the 
argument can be repeated until we reach the stage where the appropriate 
Levi factor has derived group SL(2, k) or PSL(2, k). Using (3.2) we - -- 
conclude that (J, J”) z SL(2, k) for some ff E E 
Another application of (3.2) shows that (J, J”) z SL(2, k), and as above 
this implies J < X. Hence C, = 1 and we drop the bar notation. The proof of 
(3.1) shows that we may assume J” = J,. Let r, < (J, JI) be a maximal 
torus normalizing both J and J, . The Bruhat decomposition and (3.1) imply 
C&T,,)’ is semisimple with derived group contained in L’ < C((J, J,)), 
where L is a Levi factor of N,(J). In particular, if T, is a maximal torus of 
X containing To, then T, <N(J), which implies that J is a root subgroup of 
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X. It is now easy to see that except for the stated exceptions, J must be a 
long root subgroup of X (use (3.2)). 
(3.4) Suppose G contains conjugates A, B, C of J such that [A, B] = C 
(the configuration of (3.2)(v)) and set X = (A, B). Then G acts transitively 
on the set of subgroups (Xgl, Xg’) z SL(3, k). 
Proof The proof of (3.2) shows that G is transitive on triples (A, B, C) 
of the indicated type. So taking a fixed system of root subgroups we may 
take A = U,, B= U,.-,, C = U,., where r is the positive root of highest 
height and a is a fundamental root. Hence, X = (U, , U,-,) = U, LJ-, U,.. 
Since (Xgl, Xg2) - (X, XgZgF’) it will suffice to consider g E G with 
(X, Xg) E SL(3, k) and show that (X, Xg) - (U,, , U,,). 
It is easy to check that U,., LJ,-,, and U, are each long root subgroups of 
(X, Xg). In fact this follows from (3.3). Replacing Xg by Xgy for some 
yE Y= (x,xg), we may assume that Xg is opposite to X in the sense that 
Xg = EFG, where E, F, D E Jx, [E, F] = D, and (Ur, D) g (LJ-,, F) g 
(U,, E)g SL(2, k). Also Xn Xg = 1. Then Y= (Ur, U,-,, D, F). 
Let P = N&U,) = QL, where Q is the unipotent radical of P and L the 
Levi factor with respect to the chosen system of root subgroups. Since L 
normalizes Ur and since P is transitive on long root subgroups of G 
opposite to U,, we may write D = U?,, where q, E Q. Also, SL(2, k) g 
(UT-,, F) - (U,, F%‘) (conjugate by s; I), so FSG’ = U?, for some 
q2 E Q. Hence Y = (U,, LJ-,, U?,, U‘?*)) = (U,., U,-, , U,, U?,, U?>) (as 
u,<x< y>* 
Now q1 normalizes U, and since Q’ < U,, q, normalizes each of U,-, and 
U, (modulo U,). So conjugating the above by q; ’ we have 
Y- @Jr, u,-,, u,, K,, u”-‘“,-“r’) > (U*r, U,,). 
On the other hand, ( Ufr, U,,) E SL(3, k) and contains a pair of opposite 
Bore1 subgroups. Since Y is transitive on such pairs, we have 
y- w*r, u*,>. 
(3.5) Let X, Y < G with X unipotent, Y diagonalizable, and [X, Y] = 1. 
Let U be a unipotent subgroup on which XX Y acts and assume U = Vo ifG 
is an algebraic group. If Y centralizes C,(X), then Y centralizes U. 
Proof. In the finite case this is a standard result (see (3.4) of [ 111). So 
suppose G is an algebraic group. Then C,(X) < C,(Y) and by Proposition B 
of 18.4 of [12] C,(Y) is connected. If U = C,( I’) there is nothing to prove, 
so assume C,(Y) ( U and choose C,(Y) a K < U such that K = K”, K is 
normalized by XX Y, and dim(K) is minimal with these properties (e.g., 
choose K in C,(Y) . Z,(U)“, where Z,(U)” is the first term in the connected 
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upper central series of U not contained in C,(Y)). Since XK is unipotent, 
[X,X] <K and by (17.2) of [ 121 [X,K] = [X, K]‘. Hence, [X, K] < C,,(Y). 
Thus, [X, K, Y] = 1. Since [X, Y, K] = 1, the 3-subgroup theorem implies 
[K, Y,X] = 1. That is, (K, Y] < C,(X) < C,(Y). Applying (18.3) of [ 121 we 
conclude that [K, Y] = 1, a contradiction. 
(3.6) Let V be a full unipotent subgroup of G and D a subgroup of 
C,(V) consisting of semisimple elements. Then D < Z(G). 
Proof: [D, V] = 1 so (D, V) = D x V. Let P be a proper parabolic 
subgroup of G containing N,(V) (existence of P is guaranteed by (3.9) of 
[3]), and let Q be the unipotent radical of PI Then D x V acts on Q. VCo( V) 
is a unipotent subgroup of VC,(V), so fullness of V implies Co(V) < V. 
Consequently [C,(V), D] < [V, D] = 1. Therefore, (3.5) implies that 
[D,Q]= 1. 
Let d E D and embed d in a Levi factor L of P. Let p be the opposite 
parabolic subgroup (with respect to a particular system of root subgroups 
compatible with L). Then we also have d < C(Q), where Q is the unipotent 
radical of p. An easy argument (see (2.3) of [ 151) shows that G = (Q, Q), 
hence d E Z(G). Letting d vary we have the assertion. 
(3.7) Let X, . a. X, < G 2 *F,(q), where k > 1, where the product is a 
commuting product, and each Xi is quasisimple and generated by conjugates 
of J. Let V be a unipotent group with V < Na(Xi) for i = l,..., k. There is a 
root subgroup R of G such that R < C(V) and R 4 X, --- X,. 
Proof. Let X=X, a.. X,. We may assume that Vn X is a maximal 
unipotent subgroup of X (use (7.2) of [ 171 and induction) and that 
V~~u=rI,,o U, . For each i, Z( V n Xi) is either a long root subgroup of 
Xi or the product of a long and short root subgroup of Xi (the latter possible 
only for Xi = C,(k), F,(k), G,(k) with p = 2,2, 3, respectively). By (3.3) 
there is a conjugate Ji of J with Ji < Z(Vn Xi) and we claim that 
Z( Vn Xi) n JG = {Ji}. This is clear if Z( V n Xi) is a root subgroup of Xi. 
So for the claim to be false we have one of the exceptional cases and 
Z( V n Xi) = Ji x Jf for some g E G. Here one of Ji, Jf is a long root 
subgroup of Xi and the other a short root subgroup. But then there exists 
xi E Xi such that (Ji, Jp”f) is the maximal unipotent group of C,(k) or G,(k), 
contradicting (3.2). This proves the claim. In particular V< N(Ji) for 
i = I,..., k, and since V is unipotent (3.1) yields V < C(Ji) for i = l,..., k. 
Conjugating, if necessary, we assume Ji = U,,, where r, is the highest root 
in the root system of G and all root subgroups are in some fixed system. 
Since NG(Ur,) is transitive on conjugates of U,., opposite to Ur,, we may also 
assume ( Ufr,) < X, . Hence X, -..X,<L, where L=C((U,,,)) is the 
derived group of the Levi factor of NG(U,,). Repeating this we may assume 
Ji = U,i, where for each i, ri is the highest (long) root in the root system of 
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the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup. In particular, r2 is the high root in 
the system for L. 
Write NG(Ur,) = P = QL, where Q is the unipotent radical of P. There is a 
fundamental root a (if G has type An, then two fundamental roots a, j?) such 
that L = (U,, : y # a) (respectively, (U, y : y # a,/?)). Then Q is the product 
of those root subgroups UY such that y has positive coefficient of a (positive 
coefficient of a or /I). 
We have V< C(U,, x ..a x Urk), so V < P and it is easy to see that we 
may take V< U = &, U,. Now V< CJU,.J = (U n L) C,(U,J and the 
commutator relations imply that C,(UJ < n,,< yfn U, (respectively, 
0 < y # a,/?). Set s = rl - a. The previous containments force 
VQ rIO<yZa uy< C,(Us>* 
Suppose US <X. Since US < Q and Q is normalized by X, 1.. X,, 
(U,g:gEX* . . . X,) < Q, forcing US < X, . SO U,, x US < z(vnx,). AS 
V n X, is maximal unipotent in X, we necessarily have X, of type C,?, F4, 
or G, in characteristic 2, 2, 3, respectively. If s is a long root, this 
contradicts the previous claim. Hence s is a short root. Consider the 
possibilities for G. If G is a twisted finite group, then ) USI > q*, whereas 
/ z(vn X,)1 = q’. So G is not twisted. Moreover, from the fact that 
s = r, - a is short we can conclude that G has type C, in characteristic 2. 
Here we redo the above argument, but this time we may assume U,,, U,, are 
both in Vn X, and iJr, Q X, . Then argue U,., -a -4 centralizes V, where-g is 
the fundamental root linked to a. But this gives Z( Vn X,) > U,! X U, X 
U r, _ a _ 4, a contradiction. 
4. V-INVARIANT SOLVABLE SUBGROUPS 
Fix a full unipotent subgroup V of G. In this section we will show that, 
assuming Ikl> 4 and G & G,(k) with p = 2, there is no noncentral subgroup 
of G that is V-invariant and consists of semisimple lements of G. 
Throughout the section we assume ) kl> 4 and if char(k) = 2 it will be 
convenient to allow the case G = O(W), where W is a nondegenerate 
orthogonal space. We prove 
(4.1) Assume that it is not the case that p = 2 and G E’ G,(k). Then 
(9 If V<N,(R) and R consists of semisimple elements of G, then 
R Q Z(G). 
(ii) If 1 GI < 00 and V Q NG(X) with X solvable, then Fit(X) < 
Z(G) O,(X). 
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The rest of this section concerns the proof of (4.1). (ii) is immediate from 
(i). To prove (i) we assume Z(G) = 1 and argue by induction on the order or 
dimension of G (according to whether /G 1 < co or 1 G 1 = co), taking G to be 
a minimal counterexample. By (3.6) R n C,(V) = 1. 
Let R, < RV be such that 1 <R, < R, R, is V-invariant, and R, is 
minimal with respect o these conditions. Then [R,, V] # 1, so R, = [R,, V] 
and it follows that [R,, V] = [[R,, V], V]. At this point we replace R by 
[R,, V]. Then R = [R, V] and V normalizes no proper subgroup of R. 
(4.2) R is an abelian r-group for some prime r. 
Proof: Suppose R is a finite group. Then V/C,(R) is a finite p-group. 
Sylow’s theorem implies that V normalizes a Sylow r-subgroup of R for 
some prime r. Hence, minimality forces R to be an r-group. Since Z(R) is V- 
invariant, the minimality gives R = Z(R), as required. If R is not finite, then 
R = R” by minimality. As R consists of semisimple lements we must have 
R a torus. But then for any prime r fp, V normalizes the proper subgroup of 
R consisting of 1 together with all elements of order r. This contradicts 
minimality of R, proving the result. 
(4.3) (i) JG n Z(R V) # 0. 
(ii) R V normalizes a proper parabolic subgroup P of G’. 
(iii) If P is any R V-invariant parabolic subgroup of G’, and if Z is an 
abelian normal u&potent subgroup of P (we assume Z = Z” if G is an 
algebraic group), then [R, Z] = 1. 
(iv) G is not of Lie rank 1 nor ‘Fq(q). 
Proof. Let V < U with U a maximal unipotent subgroup of G. Then 
JGnz(u)#0 ( use the commutator elations), say Jg < Z(U). Then fullness 
of V forces Jg < V < N(R), and (3.2) implies that Jg < C(R) (consider the 
structure of (Jg, J”‘) for r E R). This proves (i) and (ii) follows since NG,(Jg) 
is a parabolic subgroup of G’. 
Suppose P, Z are as in (iii). Using the fact that R is abelian one can apply 
(18.3) of [ 121 repeatedly to obtain Z = C,(R) x [R, Z] (this is standard for 
finite groups). If [X, Z] # 1, then T = [R, Z] n C(V) # 1. The fullness of V 
forces T<V<N(R), whence [T,R]<RnZ=l. So T<C,(R)n 
[R, Z] = 1, a contradiction. 
Let J - Jo < Z(R v) (existence by (i)) and write N,,(J,) = QD with Q the 
unipotent radical of N,,(J,) and D a Levi factor. If G has Lie rank 1, then 
QD is a Bore1 subgroup containing R V. But then V Q D, so [R, V] < 
R n D = 1, a contradiction. Suppose G = *Fd(q). The computations in 
Section 10 of [9] show that Z = Z(Q) is elementary abelian of order q5 and 
DQ n C(Z) = Q. This contradicts (iii) and proves the lemma. 
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(4.4) L = (Jo n Co(R)) is semisimple and there is a quasisimple normal 
subgroup L, of L such that L 0 = L,Y and L, = (J” CT L,). Also, L, is of Lie 
type over k. 
ProoS. By (4.2) L = (JG n C,(R)) # 1. Suppose 1 #X is the unipotent 
radical of L and let P be a parabolic subgroup of G such that R V< P and 
X < Q, where Q is the unipotent radical of P (existence by (3.9) of [3]). Let 
Z = Z(Q) (Z = Z(Q)” if G is an algebraic group). The commutator relations 
imply JGn Z # 0. Then (4.3)(iii) g’ Ives [R, Z] = 1. We next claim that 
R < D, where D is a Levi factor of P. For G finite this follows from Sylow’s 
theorem (the Levi factors contain SyIow r-subgroups of P). If G is an 
algebraic group, then (5.16) of [ 161 gives R < N(T), where T is a maximal 
torus of P. It is easily checked that N(7) is contained in a Levi factor, so this 
gives the claim. Now passing to the parabolic subgroup of G, say P,, 
opposite to P (containing D), we have [R, Z(Ql)] = 1, where Q, is the 
unipotent radical of P,. However, Z(Q) and Z(Q,) both contain conjugates 
of J. This contradicts the definition of L and the fact that L < P. So X = 1. 
If Y 4 L is any subgroup consisting of semisimple lements, then (3.2) 
implies that [Jg, Y] = 1 for each Jg &L. Hence Y < Z(L). It follows that L 
is semisimple. Write L = L, ..a L, a commuting product of quasisimple 
groups. By (3.3) and the definition of L each Lj is generated by conjugates 
of J and is of the desired isomorphism type. We need only show that V 
normalizes some Lj. Let Jo E JG n Z(RV) (use (4.2)(i)). Then (3.3) implies 
that Jo < L, for some j. Clearly Lr = Lj, giving the result. 
(4.5) R V normalizes no parabolic subgroup P of G’ such that P is not a 
conjugate of NG(J). 
Proof. Suppose false and fix P. Let Q be the unipotent radical of P and 
B a Bore1 subgroup of P containing Vn G’ (existence follows from (3.9) of 
[3]). Write P = P,, where A is a subset of the fundamental system n of Z, 
and root subgroups will be taken with respect o some fixed maximal torus 
of B. Then R(VnG’)< P,-,,, for any a E x--J and we may take 
p=p,-,cx, or pn-,a,D,’ the latter only if V$ G’ = O(W)’ = D,(k), where 
char(k) = 2 and /I is the image of a under a graph automorphism. 
First suppose that G is a classical group. Replacing G by a central 
extension, if necessary, we may assume G’ = SL(W), Sp(W), SU(W), or 
O(W)‘, where W is a k-space (in the unitary case k = F, and W is an /Fp2- 
space). There is a proper subspace W, of W such that P = N( W,), and, for 
G # SL(W), this space is singular with respect o the underlying form. 
Suppose that either G = SL(W) or G’ = O(w)’ with W, a l-space. We 
may take P= N(W,) and note that Q is abelian. So (4.3)(iii) yields 
R < C,(Q), whereas C,(Q) = Z(G), a contradiction. So these cases are out. 
As P + N,,(J), dim( W,) > 1 if G is not an orthogonal group, and (by the 
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above) dim(W,) > 2 if G is orthogonal. Set 2 = C,(W:) f? C,( W/ W,). It is 
easy to see that Z g PV, Z is abelian, and Z < Q. So (4.3)(iii) implies 
R < C(Z). Hence R < C(Z) n Op’(R V) < C(Z) c-l O”‘(PV) < QDV, where D 
is the subgroup of the Levi factor of P acting trivially on each of W, and 
w/w:. 
In particular W, < C,(R), so write W = C,(R) @ [ W, R] (recall that R is 
an abelian r group and r #p). Then C,(R)’ = K X L, where K is the derived 
group of the isometry group of C,(R) (acting trivially on [ W, R ]) and L is 
trivial on C,(R). Then R V normalizes C,(K)’ = e, where i is trivial on 
C,(R) and faithful on [ W, R]. Also R < L, so minimality of 1 G/Z(G)\ gives 
a contradiction unless G is an orthogonal group, p = 2, [ W, R] is a 2-space, 
and J?V induces a dihedral group (possibly infinite) on [ W. R]. 
Consider the exceptional case above, and set W, = C’,(R), W, = [ W, R]. 
and E = dim( IV). Regard G as a subgroup of the full orthogonal group O( IV) 
(G = O(W)’ or Ok and RV < O(W,) x O(W,) (with the obvious 
embeddings in O( IV)). Let t E O( W,) be a transection. Then Cocw,(t) = 
O(i - 1, k) % Sp(E - 2, k) (as abstract groups) and Cocrr,,(t) > O( W,). Next, 
write V < V, x V3, with V,, V, the projections of V to O( W,), O( W,), 
respectively. We may take V, = (I), so Vz < O( W,) < Sp(E - 2, k) X (t). 
Embedding V, in a maximal unipotent subgroup of Sp(C - 2, k) X (t) we see 
that Vz V, is centralized by a long root subgroup X,< Sp(& - 2, k) (a group 
of transections). Then X< G n C(V), but X $ O( W,) X O( W,). In 
particular, X4 V, contradicting fullness. Therefore G must be an exceptional 
group. 
Here P = P,-,,, . Let c be the coefficient of a in the positive root of 
highest height. Let d = [c/2] + 1 and set Z to be the product of those root 
subgroups (in our fixed system of root subgroups) having a-coefficient at 
least d. The commutator relations imply that Z is an abelian normal 
subgroup of P with Z < Z(Q) (and Z = Z” if G is an algebraic group). As 
before (4,3)(iii) implies that R < C(Z). Moreover R = [R, V], so 
R < C(Z) n P’. A direct check shows that with the exception of three cases 
we have C(Z) n P’ < Q, a contradiction. The exceptions are G, = E,(k) with 
a=aj or a5, and G,=E,(k) with a=a,. Here we are labeling the Dynkin. 
diagram for E,, E, as follows: ‘3:56, ‘34;67. 
In the exceptional cases one checks that C(Z) n P’ = Q(U,,i) for 
i= 1,6, 7, respectively. In the first two cases RV < P,p,,3,,5, and we let Z, 
be the subgroup of the parabolic subgroup generated by root subgroups for 
roots having the sum of the a3 and a5 coefficients at least 3. Replacing P, Z 
by Lc?,,a,l 7 Z, in the above, we obtain a contradiction. Similarly in the E, 
case, let Z, be the group generated by root subgroups for which the a6- 
coefficient is at least 1 and the a,-coefficient at least 2. Replacing P, Z by P, 
Z, we again have a contradiction. This completes the proof of (4.5). 
We remark that the proof of (4.5) showed more than was stated when G is 
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classical. In all but the orthogonal case the argument actually gives a 
contradiction to the supposition that (4.1) is false. But we prefer to treat all 
cases together. 
(4.6) L,/Z(L,) g PSL(2, k), PSL(3, k), PSU(3, q), or *G,(q). 
Proof. L, is of Lie type over k and enlarging V, if necessary, we may 
assume Vn L, is a maxima1 unipotent subgroup of L,, . Hence we may take 
J, E JG n (Z(v)n ~5,). Write C,,CJ,,)’ = Q,D,, where Q. is the unipotent 
radical of P, = NLO(JO) (a parabohc subgroup) and D, is the derived group of 
a Levi factor of P,. Similarly write N,(J,)’ = QD. If D, # 1, then R VQ/Q 
normalizes the proper p-subgroup (Vn L,) Q/Q; so (3.9) of [3] implies that 
RV normalizes a parabolic subgroup of G properly contained in N,(J,). But 
this contradicts (4.5). Therefore D, = 1 and so either the assertion holds or 
L, g Sz(q). But L,, & Sz(q), since for some & EL,, (Jo. Jk) r SL(2, q), 
whereas 3 ? 1 Sz(q)(. 
If G is an algebraic group let G = G and u = 1, and if G is finite let G be 
an algebraic group such that G’ is simple and u a surjective endomorphism 
of c such that G’ = Op’(GO). Set c= CAR)‘, so that R V < N(C). Argue as 
in the proof of (4.3) that C contains no nontrivial unipotent normal 
subgroup. Hence (?’ is semisimple and c permutes the normal simple 
subgroups of C. 
It is easily checked that there is a unique long root subgroup j of G such 
that J Q 1 By (3.1) C,-(j) = C&) for each 1 #j E 1 The argument of (4.4) 
shows that there is a conjugate of J, which we may take to be J, in 
Lo n Z(R V). Then j< c and (3.3) implies that .? is contained in a simple 
normal subgroup co of C’. Uniqueness of j implies p =.& from which it 
follows that zz = L, We then must have Lo = ((z,),)‘. Now (4.6) implies 
~,/Z(z,) E PSL(2, k), PSL(3, I?)>, or G,(E), where k is an algebraic closure 
of k. 
Suppose L,/Z(L,) z *G,(q). Then z, z G2(k) and u interchanges lcng and 
short root subgroups of Lo. However, p = J, a contradiction. So Lo is of 
type A ,or A,. 
Let fro = CAL,)’ and set o= zoDol We can easily determine the group 
Do as follows. If 1, has type A,, then Lo is generated by a pair of opposite 
long root subgroups, and by (3.1) fro is the derived group of a Levi factor of 
IV&). If z. has type A,, then (3.4) implies that z, is a conjugate of 
(Ufr, oftrPa)), where r is the highest positive root in the root system of G, 
a is a fundamental long root, and r - (r is a long root (all root subgroups are 
with respect to a fixed Bore1 subgroup and maximal torus thereof). Write 
N~C,) = p, for A a set of fundamental roots. Then Nd(U,-,) = & and by 
(2.7) of [7] we have fro = zfr, where K = A n A”* and z, is the Levi factor 
of PK. For example, if G = E,(l), then Do E SL(6, l). 
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By the above we have a precise description of the structure and embedding 
of 0, in G. The group fi,, is the commuting product of one or two simple 
algebraic groups (except for G= O,(r;>, where if L,, has type A,, then 0, is 
the commuting product of three conjugates of LO). The group V has a 
subgroup Vi such that ] V : V, ] < 2 and V, normalizes each simple factor of 
E,,, inducing inner-graph automorphisms. The same remarks hold for each 
conjugate of V in R V, so R = [R, I’] induces inner automorphisms on B,, 
(note that in the D, case above, transitivity on the three factors of 0, cannot 
be achieved without a triality automorphism of DO, which is not present). 
We claim that DO = 1. Suppose otherwise and set 1 #D, = ((Bo)u)‘, a 
commuting product of quasisimple groups of Lie type over k. Let (0, ,..., Dk] 
be an orbit of V on the quasisimple factors of D,. Then k = 1 or 2, R V, 
normalizes each Di, and R induces inner-diagonal automorphisms on each 
Di. Let S, be a long root subgroup of D, (not necessarily one of G) such 
that S, < C(V,). Let S = C(V) n (Sr), so S is a diagonal subgroup of 
D, . . . D, and S projects into D, with image S,. Fullness of V forces 
S < V< N(R), so (3.2) implies S < C(R) (consider the projection to 0,). 
Now apply (3.9) of [3] to obtain a parabolic subgroup P, > NG(S) > L,R V. 
Passing to P, modulo its unipotent radical, the image of RV normalizes a 
(nontrivial) maximal unipotent subgroup of the image of L,. Another 
application of (3.9) of [3] yields a parabolic P, < P, with RV,< P,. This 
contradicts (4.5) and establishes the claim. 
The above claim rules out all but a few configurations where G has small 
Lie rank. Indeed the only pairs (z,,, G) that can occur are the following 
(listed by Dynkin_dhwm): (A,, A 2), (A *, A3), (A 2, I$), (A *, D4), (A 2, G,). 
In each case NdL,)’ = mono, where To is a torus commuting with Lo- If 
RV< I],T,, then R < Z(z,) To as [R, z,] = 1. But then R < Z(z,T,), 
whereas R = [R, V]. Therefore, RV 4 zoFo. 
If G has type A, or A,, a direct check using linear algebra shows that 
wgo)“-= ~&,,I; so these cases are out. In the other cases, one check that 
NdL,)/L, To is a subgroup of Z, x Z,. Since R V 4 Lo To and R = [R, V], 
we must have p = 2. By hypothesis Gf G,(6). The B, case can be 
eliminated by using short root subgroups rather than long root subgroups in 
the previous arguments (there is a surjective endomorphism from B,(k) to 
C,(k), the latter group having been previously eliminated). The final case is - - 
p=2 and G=D,(c). Here c=L,T,. 
Label the Dynkin diagram as follows: 
Let Vn z, < TO = @, where v. is a maximal unipotent subgroup of t,. 
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We may assume j= Z(v,,). Set P= N&) and write P= m, where 
Q= R,(F) and z is a Levi factor of F. It follows from (3.4) that v,, < Q. We -- 
have Nd?,,) = ‘io T for T= F” a maximal torus of G’. Then r is a maximal 
torus of P and Q is a product of T-root subgroups of c. 
Choosing an appropriate labeling of the T-root subgroups, we may assume 
e=na &x9 where the product is over those a with positive coefftcient of 
axq, and V,, = ua,~r,_,, aE where r is the root of highest height. The Levi 
factor 1 of p containing T has the form z = (( 0, a ,) x (u, ,,) x (0, ,,)) T 
and NAT) = F( si, s2, sj), where si is the reflection corresponding to ai. 
Hence, NdT)n Ndv,,) = p(slszsJ) and s,szsJ induces a graph -- 
automorphism on L g -Since IJa T is the unique Bore1 subgroup of C 
containing V n 1, (V, T = NAJ)), we have V f Ndv, T> < p,, . NAT). If -- 
V < G’ (as in the case G = 3D4(q)), we have V < V, T(s, szs3). Otherwise, 
we take an involuntary graph automorphism r normalizing T and commuting -- 
with u such that V < V, T(s, s2 sj , r). -- 
Let g1 = C,-(v,). One checks that VOQ1 = a, v, n e = .f, [ 0,) e,] = .?. 
Now Q, is_ the product of seven T-root subgroups and one argues directly 
that -C&Q,), 4 J. (For this just write V= (Vnz,,, u,, u2), where -- -- 
v, E V,T(s,s,s,) and v,E V,T(z) or VOT(rs,szs~). Since [v,, Q,] = 1, the 
calculations are possible using the known action of F, s1szs3, t, u on the T- 
root subgroups.) At this point we have a contradiction to the fullness of V, 
since C,(Q,), is unipotent and not contained in V. This completes the proof 
of (4.1). 
5. THEOREM 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. Let V be a full unipotent subgroup of 
G, assume ] k] > 4, and let V < X < G. Part (ii) of Theorem 1 follows from 
(4.1), so it remains to prove (i). By way of contradiction we suppose (i) 
false. In particular, R,(X) = 1. Replacing G by G/Z(G), if necessary, we 
may assume Z(G) = 1. 
(5.1) If Y g X consists entirely of semisimple elements, then Y Q Z(G). 
Proof. This is immediate from (4.1), unless p = 2 with G = G,(k). In the 
exceptional case suppose 1 # Y 4 X and Y consists entirely of semisimple 
elements. Let D = (JG f7 X) 4 X. By (3.2) and (3.3) [D, Y] = 1 and D is 
semisimple with each factor of Lie type and generated by conjugates of J. 
Let 1 # y E Y and consider C,(y)‘. Working in G,(E) we see that 
C,(y)’ = SL(2, k), SL(3, k), or SU(3, k), and in the latter two cases C,(y)’ 
contains its centralizer in G. Since D < C,(y)’ (3.3) gives (i) of Theorem 1 
unless D = SL(2, k). Here D is generated by a pair of opposite conjugates of 
J and V ( N,(D) = D X D,, where D, is generated by opposite short root 
subgroups. But it is easy to check that maximal unipotent subgroups of 
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D x D, are centralized by unipotent subgroups not contained in D x D,, 
against fullness. Hence Y = 1 and the result follows. 
We are assuming R,(X) = 1. If X contains any (closed) unipotent 
subgroup D # 1, then G is an algebraic group and there exists a parabolic 
subgroup P > N,(D). Then V centralizes a root group in R,(P), 
contradicting fullness and the fact jXn R,(P)1 < co. Thus no such D exists 
and (5.1) implies that X contains nontrivial semisimple normal subgroups. 
Moreover, if E(X) denotes the largest such group, then C,@?(X)) = Z(G) = 1. 
Thereore, we may assume X = E(X) V. We temporarily exclude the cases 
G = *C,(q) and ‘F,(q), allowing us to apply (3.3). From the fullness 
assumption we can enlarge V if necessary so that V is maximal unipotent in 
X. In particular, Vn E(X) is a maximal unipotent subgroup of E(X). 
(5.2) There is a simple normal subgroup Y of X such that Y is of Lie 
type over k and Y = (Ji). where Z(V) > J, E JG. Moreover, J, is a long root 
subgroup of Y unless Y z C,(k), F,(k), or Gz(k) with p = 2,2, 3. respectively, 
in which case JO could be either a long or a short root subgroup of Y. 
Proof. This follows from (3.3) and (5.1). 
(5.3) Each quasisimple factor of E(X) is simple, V-invariant, and 
generated by conjugates of J. In particular, X = (JG n X) V. 
Proof. We have X=X, ... X, V, where X, ,..., X, are the quasisimple 
subnormal subgroups of X. Order so that Xi = Xr = (J” n Xi) for i = l,..., L 
(these exist by (5.2)). If E < n, set D =X,+ , ..a X,, . It follows from (5.1) that 
D contains nonidentity unipotent elements. Let U, be a maximal unipotent 
subgroup of D normalized by V. Then 1 # U, and there exists a parabolic 
P < G such that NJU,) <P. In particular, X, ... X,V < P. Let Q be the 
unipotent radical of P. Then QV is unipotent and embedding this in a Bore1 
subgroup of P we see that JG n Z(QV) n Q # 0. Fullness of V implies the 
existence of a conjugate Jg of J with JR < V n Z(QV). But JG f7 Z(V) s Jo n 
Xl ... X, by (3.3) and X, . .. X, n Q = 1. This is a contradiction, proving 
C = n. By (3.3) and (5.1) Z(X) = 1, so each Xi is a simple group. 
(5.4) X= YV and X& PSL(2, k) or *G,(k). 
Proof: If X E PSL(2, k), then V = JO. Since J,, is in the center of a 
maximal unipotent subgroup of G, this is impossible. Also, X# *G,(k) since 
otherwise a pair of opposite root subgroups generates PSL,(k) in X and 
SL,(k) in G. We have X = (JG n X) V and (J” n X) is semisimple. Write 
(J'nx)=x, . .. X,, a commuting product of quasisimple groups each 
generated by conjugates of J. Suppose k > 1 and apply (3.7) to get a root 
subgroup R < C(v>-Xx, . . . X,. Fullness of V forces R < V, so R 
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normalizes Xi for i = l,..., k, centralizing Vn Xi, a maximal unipotent 
subgroup of Xi. So R induces a group of inner automorphisms on each Xi. 
Let V, = R(Vf7 (X, . . . X,)) a I/: Then V, is connected if G is an 
algebraic group and V,, = V,,( Vn (X, ... X,)), where VOO = V, r‘l 
C(X, . . . X,). Then V,, # 1, V,, is connected if G is an algebraic group, and 
v,, ax, *** X, V= X. But then V,, < R,(X) = 1, a contradiction. Hence 
k = 1, as required. 
At this point we have (i) of Theorem 1 in case p = 2. So for the rest of the 
section we assume p # 2. Let JO be as in (5.2). Then JO < Z(V) and 
PO = N,(J,,), P = IV&,,) are parabolic subgroups of Y, G, respectively. 
Conjugating if necessary we may assume JO = J= U, (notation as in 
Section 3). Since P is transitive on those elements of J” opposite to J we may 
assume (U*, U-,>< Y. Let T, be the maximal torus of (U,, K,.) 
normalizing U, and K,. Then (3.1) implies P, = Q,,L,, P = QL, where 
Q. = UP,), Q = R,(P), Lo = Cpo(To), Lo = Cpo(To), L = C,(T,), and Lo, L 
are Levi factors of P,, P, respectively. Since P, < P we have L, < L. Also, 
P = QL = QC,(T,) implies that [P, T,,] = Q. Similarly [PO, To] = Q,, which 
implies that Q, < Q. 
Suppose neither X nor G is isomorphic to G,(k) with k of characteristic 3. 
From the commutator relations we check [Q,. Q, ] = IQ, Q] = J, = Z(Q,,) = 
Z(Q) (this requires p # 2 for groups of type C,). Then Q/J, is abelian. 
Moreover, the group Q/J, can be regarded as a k-vector space with a 
nondegenerate alternating form (see Sects. 3, 4 of IS]). The subspaces of 
Q/J, are the TO-invariant subgroups and qlJo, q2 J,, are orthogonal if and 
only if [q,, qz] = 1. We conclude that QO,/J,, is a nondegenerate subspace of 
Q/J,. Let Ql/JO be the perpendicular subspace. Then Q = Q,Q, with 
Q, n Q, = Jo and Ql = C,(Qd. 
We have V< C,(J,), so X = Y(V), where u is in the coset of a graph 
automorphism of Y and we may take v to centralize JO. Then N,(J,) = 
Q&o(v) and L,(v) < C,(J,). Since Q,, < V, V=Q,V, where 
V,=VnC,(T,)=(VnL;)(v). We have vnQ=Q,, so fullness of V 
implies that C,,(V) = .I,. We shall show that this is false. 
First note that Q, < Q as X < G. This gives Q, > J,,. Next observe that 
CQl(V) = C,,(V,). Since [v, To] = 1 the group V, is a unipotent group of 
linear transformations acting on Q,/J,,, so we take K/J, a one-dimensional 
subspace centralized by V, . Let v1 E V, and suppose [ vl, K] # 1. Then 
[v, , K] is a TO-invariant subgroup of J,, forcing [u, , K] = Jo. Moreover, the 
map rp : kJ,, + Iv,, k] is well defined. Since C,(v,) is T,,-invariant, we see 
that a, is an isomorphism between K/Jo and J,,, commuting with To. 
Let (t) = Z((u,, K,)), so t is an involution in T,,. Then t centralizes 
U, = J,,, so by the above we necessarily have t centralizing K/J,, . However, 
considering the action of I on root subgroups with respect to a fixed Cartan 
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subgroup of P containing t, we check that in fact t inverts each element of 
Q/J,. This is a contradiction. 
Suppose G = G,(k) with char(k) = 3. Here Q, is as before but Z(Q) is the 
product of three root subgroups. Replace Q, by Z(Q) and use the same 
argument, contradicting fullness. If X= G,(k), then Q is as before while Q, 
is the product of live root subgroups, three of which are central. Q, can be 
embedded in a To-invariant subgroup Q, < Q such that &,/J, is a 
nondegenerate 6-space of Q/J,. If &, < Q, proceed as before. Otherwise 
G = L,(k), U,(k) or PSp(8, k). These cases can all be ruled out by noting 
that G,(k) contains a subgroup D = D,(x), where D, = &5,(L) is generated 
by all root groups for long roots in a fixed system of root groups and x 
induces a graph automorphism of D,. The containment D < G is impossible. 
We have now established Theorem 1 for all but the cases G = ‘C,(q) and 
‘F,(q). Here p = 2 and we need only show that E(X) is quasisimple and 
generated by long root subgroups. Suppose E(X) =X, ... X, a commuting 
product of components and k > 1. Let Ui E Sy12(Xi) and use (3.9) of [3] to 
embed NE(x)(ui) in a proper parabolic of G. Parabolic subgroups of G have 
at most one nonsolvable composition factor (none if G = ‘C,(q)), the 
isomorphism >ype being SL(2, q) or ‘C,(q). So the only possibility is 
G = ‘F4(q), E(X) =X,X,, and each Xi a subgroup of SL(2, q) or ‘C,(q). 
Conjugating, if necessary, we may assume J< V. The arguments used to 
establish (3.2) show that for G = ‘F,(q), P = N,(J) has five orbits on J” and 
for any g E G, (J, J”) is either a 2-group or *C,(q). Moreover, P is transitive 
on the (Jg : (J, JR)= ‘C,(q)}. G iven such an opposite pair, the Sylow 2- 
subgroups of the generated group are conjugates of root subgroups (twisted) 
of G. 
Baer’s theorem (see [ 11) implies that (J, J”) is not a 2-group for some 
x E X and it is easy to see that we may take x E Xi for i = 1 or 2. Then 
‘C,(q) z (J, J”) ,< Xi and so Xi E’ 2C2(q). Then C,(Xi) = Xi” for some g E G 
(see Sect. 10 of 191). So at this stage V< Xi x Xip, where each factor is 
generated by a pair of opposite root subgroups of order q2. So V is contained 
in the direct product of two perpendicular root subgroups of order q2 and the 
computations in Sect. 10 of [9] show that V is centralized by an element of 
JG not contained in Xi x Xf, contradicting fullness. The proof of Theorem 1 
is now complete. 
6. CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we derive some consequences of Theorem 1. Some are just 
immediate corollaries, while others require additional information (e.g.. 
results from [ 131). 
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Throughout this section we assume p # 2 and the standing assumption 
1 k] > 4 is still in effect. 
THEOREM 3. Let V be a full unipotent subgroup of G and assume 
V < X < G. Then X is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G. 
Proof: By Theorem 1, R,(X) # 1, so the result follows from the Borel- 
Tits theorem (3.9) of [3]. 
THEOREM 4. Let V be any unipotent subgroup of G. If No(V) <X ( G, 
then X is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that a maximal 
unipotent subgroup of N&‘) is necessarily full. 
To prove Theorem 6 we apply the results of [ 131 and Theorem 1 to get a 
result for classical groups. Let G be a finite classical group acting on the 
usual module W. Contrary to the previous assumption that G = G’, we will 
now_assume G to be full (G=GL( W), Sp(W), GU(-W)), or O(-W)),Let G=cO 
for G the appropriate classical group acting on k @ W = W (G = GL( W), 
Sp( w>, GL( I?$ 0( @), respectively). We note that in the orthogonal case G 
is not connected. 
THEOREM 6. Let ,Y’ be an arbitrary set of unipotent elements of G, The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) G’ < (C,(u) : u E cU’). 
(ii) SL( W) < (C,,,,,(u) : u E ,i”). 
(iii) G’ < (Cdu) : u E %F). 
(iv) SL( W) ,< (C,,,,,(u) : u E ,9’). 
Moreover, tf any of the containments fail to hold, then there is a proper 
subspace W,, of W such that each of the generated groups leave W, (respec- 
tively, W, = lF@ W,) invariant. 
Proof Let u E <Y, C be the centralizer of u in one of the groups G, 
GL(W), G, or GL(w), and P be a proper parabolic subgroup of the 
appropriate group that is normalized by C. Then P is the stabilizer of a 
certain flag of subspaces and Theorem A of [ 131 implies that each subspace 
in this flag is a sum of spaces of the form (ker( 1 - u)~) n (range( 1 - u)“) for 
suitable a, b. It follows that each of the groups C,(u), C,,,,,(u), Cdu), and 
CGLcw,(u) stabilize the corresponding flag and normalize the corresponding 
parabolic subgroup of G, GL(W), G, or GL(W), respectively. 
Suppose now that one of the containments in (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) fails to 
hold. Let Y denote the generated group and X its intersection with the 
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appropriate group G’, SL(W), G’, or SL( %‘). Theorem 1 implies that 
R,(X) f 1, so the Borel-Tits theorem (3.9) of [3] provides a proper 
parabolic P of G normalized by Y. Let IV, (or w,,) be the minimal subspace 
in the flag defining P. Then the above paragraph shows that each of the 
generated groups stabilizes the corresponding subspace of W or @ This 
proves the result. 
The next result is similar to Theorem 6 but applies to exceptional groups 
as well as classical groups. Assume that G is finite and w$te G = OP’(((!&) 
for u an endomorphism of the simple algebraic group G. We require the 
following lemmas which are perhaps well known. 
(6.1) If v is a o-stable, connected, unipotent subgroup of G, then 
1 vV I= q”, where s = dim(v). 
Proof. By (15.5) of [5] there is a sequence 1 = v, a .e. -4 v, = v such 
that for 0 < i < s - 1, vi is connected, u-stable, and of codimension 1 in 
vii,, (such a sequence can be obtained by embedding v in a u-stable Bore1 
subgroup B of G, finding such a sequence for R,(B), intersecting the 
sequence with v, and taking connected components). 
For 0 < i < s - 1, vi+ i/vi is isomorphic to the additive group of the field 
and the comorphism of o induces the Frobenius q map on the F,-form of the 
coordinate ring of vi+ i/v). Hence (vi+ ,/vi), = q, and the result follows 
from Lang’s theorem (which shows that (vi+ ,/vi)- = (vi+ ,),/(Vi),). 
(6.2) Let 2, < 2, be connected, q-invariant subgroups of c. Suppose 
that Op’((z,),) = Op’(@J,,). Then X, g 2, with quotient group a torus. 
Proof. Let B, , gZ be u-invariant Bore1 subgroups of X, , x1, respectively. 
By (6.1) and the hypothesis we have dim(R@,)) = dim(RU(~Z))l_ hence 
c_onju&ating by an element of (X,), we ma_y assume R,(B,) = R,(&). Let 
g, ,-Q2 be the unipotent radicals of xi, &, respectively. Then Q2 < Q,, 
Xi/Qi is reductive for i = 1,2, and Op’((zi/Qi),) is a commuting product of 
groups of Lie type. Lang’s theorem implies Op’((Z,/Qz)O) = 
Op’((x,L) &“z- N ow Op’((zJJ = Op’((~i)J which normalizes (Q1),. It 
follows that (Q,), < QZ, so (Qi), = (Q,),. Then (6.1) implies Q, = Q,. At 
this point we may assume Q, = Q, = 1 (otherwise argue in the groups 
filC!i>* 
Let I?, be a Bore1 subgroup of 2, opposite to B, (that is c, n& is a 
maximal torus of Xi). Then cZ = Nr*(R,(c,)) is a Bore1 subgroup of X, 
opposite to B,. Now Fi = {R,(g,), EJC,)) = (R,(g,), R,(C,)) = xZ and 
the result follows. 
(6.3) Let p be a good prime and u a unipotent element of G contained in 
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a parabolic subgroup P of G. Then each unipotent element of Cdu) is 
contained in Cii(u)“. 
Proof. This is an extension of (3.5) of [16]. We adopt that proof to 
cover our situation. We introd_uce the Springer map given in (3.12) of [ 161. 
There is no loss in assuming G is simply connected, so there is a morphism 
a, : 2Y + &4’-, where P is the variety of unipotent elements of G, .6^ is the 
variety of nilpotent elements of P(G), and o is a G-equivariant 
homeomorphism of topological spaces. 
Regular unipotent (respectively, nilpotent) elements are defined by the 
condition that their centralizer (a nilpotent group) has dimension equal to 
the Lie rank of G. Such elements form a single conjugacy class under G. 
Indeed if fl= R,(g) for B a Bore1 subgroup of G, then the regular elements 
in Z? (respectively, in Y(fi)) form a single class under I!? (see 111(1.8)(b) of 
[ 161). Let R(U), R(Y(@) be the regular elements in 6, P(a), respectively. 
We may assume that (R(o)) o = R (Y(u)). The elements of R(o) are 
precisely those with nontrivial coordinate for each fundamental root 
subgroup, an_d similarly for R(P(q). So m = 0, R(Y(q) = P(e), and 
w> P = w9 
Now let u E p be unipotent and n E Cdu) with u unipotent. We may 
assume v E 0. Then (u) q = n E Y(u). Hence (n) <Y(u) and (n) is a 
connected subspace centralized by U. Thus, u E ((n)) v)-‘, a connected 
subset of fl which centralizes u. So u E Cdu)‘, as required. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 5. Suppose p # 2 is a good prime, G is Jinite, and 
G = Op’(GJ for G a simple algebraic group over k and o an endomorphism 
of c. Let 9 be an arbitrary nonempty set of unipotent elements of G. 
(i) G = (Op’(Co(u)) : u E 5“) if and only if G= (Op’(Ca(u)) : 
u E 9). 
(ii) If either equality in (i) fails to hold, then there exist proper 
parabolic subgroups of G and G that correspond via o and contain the 
respective generated subgroup. 
Proof. Let X, x denote the generated subgroups of G, G given in (i). 
Each of X and X contains a full unipotent subgroup of the respective 
overgroup (G or 5). Suppose X < G. Then by Theorem 1 R,(x) # 1 and so 
(3.9) of [6] implies that there is a a-invariant parabolic subgroup p of G 
with 2 < i? Then X < f0 n G < FU n G, the latter being a proper parabolic 
of G. 
Now suppose X < P with P proper parabolic in G. Write P = G n P,, for 
p a u-invariant parabolic subgroup of G. We claim that X< E Let u E .Y 
and consider the containment Cdu) < C,-(U). We have Op’(C&u),) < X < p, 
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so Op’(Cd;(u),) = Op’(Cd~)O). So (6.3) and (6.2) imply that Cdu) g C~U) 
with quotient a torus. In particular, Op’(Cd(u)) = Op’(Cd(u)). Letting u vary 
we conclude X< p, proving the theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a quasisimple algebraic group and assume 
char(k) # 2. Let g E G and X be a closed subgroup satisfying C,(g) < 
X < G. Then either R,(X) # 1 or X > C,(s)‘, where s is the semisimple part 
of g- 
Proof. Write g = su, the Jordan decomposition and C,(s)” = Y, .+. YkZ, 
where Y, ,..., Yk are quasisimple and Z a central torus. Since all unipotent 
elements of C,(s) lie in Y, . . . Y, [ 161, we may write u = U, . . . uI, where 
uj E Yj for j = l,..., k and u,~ unipotent. Then C,.,(U,~) < C&us) < X, whence 
C,.(Uj) < xj = xn Yj. 
Theorem 1 implies that for j = 1 ,..., k either Xj = Yj or R,(X,) # 1. If the 
former holds for all j, then C,(s)’ <X. On the other hand, if R,,(X,) # 1 for 
some j, then 1 # R,(X,) Q R,(C,(s)) <R,(X), proving the result. 
THEOREM 8. Let G be a quasisimple simply connected algebraic group 
and char(k) # 2. Let 9 be an arbitrary subset of G and <Yi the set of 
semisimple parts of the elements of M. Then either (Co(g) : g E 3 > is 
contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G or (C,(g) : g E .Y ) = (C,(s) : 
s E .Q. 
Proof. Let X = (C,(g) : g E P’) and apply Theorem 7 to conclude that 
either R,(X) # 1 or X > C,(s)’ = C,(s) for each s E -9;. The result now 
follows from (3.9) of [6]. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this section we first give some illustrations of the uses of the main 
results and examples of the limitations of Theorem 1 in case p = 2. 
Throughout, ] kl > 4. 
(1) Let G be an algebraic group over k with char(k) =p > 2, and o an 
endomorphism of G such that G, is finite. Suppose that u E G, is unipotent 
and that T= T is a minisotropic maximal torus of G. Then G = (C,(u), T). 
For otherwise, set X = (T, Co(u)) and let I’ be maximal unipotent in 
C,(u). Then V is full and Theorem 1 implies R,(X) # 1. But then X is 
contained in a u-invariant parabolic subgroup of G, contradicting the 
assumption that T is minisotropic. (A similar result holds for G finite, 
assuming q > 7. This folows from (6.7) of [ 141.) 
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In the next three examples let G be a full classical group with respect o a 
vector space W, and assume p # 2. If u is unipotent and if a + b is the size 
of a Jordan block of u, set W,,,(u) = ker(1 - u)~ n range( 1 - u)*. 
Theorem A of [ 131 shows that a proper subspace of W is C,(u)-invariant if 
and only if it is the sum of spaces of the form W,,,(u). This information can 
be used quite easily along with Theorem 6 in order to obtain results on 
generation. Let n = dim( IV). 
(2) Let u,, u2 be unipotent elements of G having just one Jordan block 
(regular unipotent elements). Then for 0 < d < n, ui leaves invariant a unique 
d-space Wd,n-d(ui) of W. So Theorem 6 implies that G’ < (C,(u,), C,(u,)) 
if and only if Wd,n-d(u,) # Wd,n-d(u2) for each 0 < d < n. 
(3) Let u,, u2 be unipotent elements of G such that each of U, , u2 have 
all Jordan blocks of length 2. So the only proper C&u,)-invariant subspace 
of W is Wn,&ui) = C&u,). Th eorem 6 yields G’ < (C,(u,), C,(u,)) if and 
only if C,(u,) # C,(u,). 
(4) Let 24 , ,..., U, be an arbitrary set of unipotent elements and set Wi = 
range(1 - u~)~/-‘, where di is the length of the largest Jordan block of ui. If 
W = C Wi, then G’ < (C,(u,) : i = l,..., n). 
So see this first note that Wi < Wa,b(ui), wherever a + b is the length of a 
Jordan block of ui and a > 0. So Theorem 6 and Theorem A of [ 131 give the 
assertion. 
(5) Let G = SL(2n, k), X= Sp(2n, k), and V= R,(B) for B a Bore1 
subgroup of X. Then V is full in case char(k) = 2. So I’< X < G, but 
R,(X) = 1. 
To see that V is full argue by induction on n. Let J be a long root 
subgroup of G with J < Z(V). Set P, = N,(J) and P, = N,(J), parabolic 
subgroups of X, G, respectively, and Qi = R,(P,) for i = 1,2 (Q, < Q,). The 
unipotent elements in P,/Qz generate SL(2n - 2, k) and the unipotent 
elements in P,/Q, E P, Q2/Qz generate Sp(2n - 2, k) so that, inductively, 
each unipotent element of C,(V) is contained in VQ, . Let u = vq, be such a 
unipotent element. Since Q; = J we have [Q, , V] < J. On the other hand Q,/J 
can be given the structure of the usual module for Sp(2n - 2, k), so VQ,/Q, 
acts faithfully on Q,/J. Therefore, u = q2 E Cp2(V) < C,,(Q,). Now Q2 is a 
special group and Q2/J can be given the structure of a nondegenerate 
symplectic space (via commutators into J). The condition char(k) = 2 forces 
Q,/J to be maximal isotropic in Q2/J, which translates to Cc2(Q,) = Q,. So 
uE Q, < I’. 
(6) Let G = G,(k), char(k) = 2, and X,, z SL(3, k), the subgroup of G 
generated by all long root subgroups in a fixed system of root subgroups of 
G. Set X = NG(X,,) and V a maximal unipotent subgroup of . Then V is full 
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and R,(X) = 1. Moreover, choosing k so that Z(X,) # 1, Z(X,) is a V- 
invariant semisimple subgroup of G, not contained in Z(G) = 1. 
Let X0 be as described. It is easy to see that X,? SL(3, k) and that 
X=X,,(x), where x is an involution inducing a graph automorphism of X,, (x 
can be chosen as an element of the Weyl group of G). Then R,(X) = 1 and 
we may take V= V,(x), where V,, is maximal unipotent in X,. Letting 
notation be as in the previous example, we have V,, = Q, . Here, Q, is not 
abelian (Q; =J), and Q, = Q, Cc2(Q,), where Q, f7 Cc2(Q,) =.I. Now x 
normalizes C02(QI), but one argues that C(x) n CoJQ,) =.I, showing that 
Cc,( I’) = Z( P’) = J. Next one argues that each unipotent element centralizing 
V is necessarily contained in Q,, proving the assertion. 
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